DynamO: A Free $O(N)$ General Event-Driven Molecular Dynamics Simulator
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Molecular dynamics algorithms for systems of particles interacting through discrete or “hard” potentials are fundamentally different to the methods for continuous or “soft” potential systems. Although many software packages have been developed for continuous potential systems, software for discrete potential systems based on event-driven algorithms are relatively scarce and specialized. We present DynamO, a general event-driven simulation package, which displays the optimal $O(N)$ asymptotic scaling of the computational cost with the number of particles $N$, rather than the $O(N \log N)$ scaling found in most standard algorithms. DynamO provides reference implementations of the best available event-driven algorithms. These techniques allow the rapid simulation of both complex and large ($\sim 10^8$ particles) systems for long times. The performance of the program is benchmarked for elastic hard sphere systems, homogeneous cooling and sheared inelastic hard spheres, and equilibrium Lennard–Jones fluids. This software and its documentation are distributed under the GNU General Public license and can be freely downloaded from http://marcusbannerman.co.uk/dynamo. © 2011 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J Comput Chem 32: 3329–3338, 2011
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Introduction

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have become an indispensable tool in the development of novel nanomaterials,[1] drug discovery,[2–4] and materials engineering in the estimation of thermophysical properties and phase behavior of complex solutions. MD not only allows the exploration of the link between interparticle interactions and macroscopic structure and dynamics but also is capable of providing quantitative predictions for real materials. MD simulations have been dominated by time-stepping methods for systems that interact with continuous potentials. This method was first used by Rahman[5] in 1964 and later popularized by Verlet.[6] Since then, many sophisticated software packages have been developed, such as large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS),[7] Groningen Machine for Chemical Simulation (GROMACS),[8,9] NAMD,[10] Desmond,[11] and Extensible Simulation Package for Research on Soft Matter (ESPResSo),[12] which are freely available and allow the simulation of complex systems. In addition, a wealth of force fields based on continuous potentials have been developed to describe real materials, such as small organic and inorganic molecules, polypeptides, proteins, and DNA (e.g., see AMBER[13,14] or CHARMM[15]). MD has also been applied to granular systems, which was pioneered by Cundall and Strack.[16] Since then, Hertz’s law for elastic hard sphere systems, homogeneous cooling and sheared inelastic hard spheres, and equilibrium Lennard–Jones fluids. This software and its documentation are distributed under the GNU General Public license and can be freely downloaded from http://marcusbannerman.co.uk/dynamo. © 2011 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J Comput Chem 32: 3329–3338, 2011
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The “true” interactions between real molecules or atoms (or larger scale particles) are expected to be smooth and continuous, and so one may question the relevance of discrete potentials; they are an extreme approximation to the “true” interactions. However, in reality, all interaction potentials that are used in computer simulations are necessarily approximate, due to practical limitations in computing resources. In the case of continuous potentials, the main approximation is typically the assumption of pair-wise additivity, neglecting many-body interactions, which are present in all “real” systems, or the use of restricted functional forms for the interaction potential (e.g., Lennard–Jones, Stockmayer, etc.). So most commonly used continuous potentials also only approximate the “true” interactions.

The main issue is, however, not whether a potential exactly reproduces the “true” interactions between real particles, but whether it captures the essential features of the interaction to be able to reproduce the physics/chemistry which is of interest in a particular study. This is the primary motivation of coarse grained simulations, and many coarse-grained potentials have also been...
developed to describe systems on larger scales, such as the M3B model for carbohydrates[23] and the MARTINI force field, which was originally developed for lipids[24] and later extended to proteins,[25] It is within this context that discrete potentials are extremely useful.

Although simulations for discrete potential systems are not as prevalent as for continuous potential systems, the literature for classical systems of particles with discontinuous potentials is quite extensive. Indeed, Alder et al.[26] reported MD simulations for systems of hard spheres using an event-driven algorithm in 1957, 7 years before Rahman’s soft potential simulations. Since then, many discrete potential force fields have been developed for a wide range of systems, including granular materials,[27] simple molecular systems (e.g., SPEADMD[28]) such as mixtures of hydrocarbons,[28] ethers,[28] alcohols,[29] amines,[29] and carboxylic acids,[30] block copolymer micelles[31] and organized mesophases,[32] and detailed models (e.g., PRIME[33]) for polypeptides[34,35] and protein[36] solutions. These models not only offer qualitative insight to these systems but also provide quantitative predictions for such properties as vapor–liquid phase equilibrium.[28] In addition, the models are detailed enough to realistically capture protein structure, but sufficiently efficient to examine folding and aggregation.[33, 36]

In coarse-grained simulations, discrete potentials possess an advantage over continuous potentials in their greater simplicity. The methods used to simulate discrete potential systems offer great computational advantages at low to moderate densities and allow computational resources to be focused on the regions in space and time where relevant dynamics occurs. Consequently, much larger length and time scales can be explored for discontinuous coarse-grained potentials than equivalent coarse-grained models based on continuous potentials. A comparison of relative advantages of discrete and continuous potential models, within the context of fibril formation in polypeptides, is provided in Ref. [34].

Standard numerical methods developed for integrating systems interacting through soft potentials are inefficient for systems with discrete potentials, due to discontinuities in the potential. A time-stepping algorithm, where changes in the interaction energies are detected after the time step is taken, is still feasible[37]; however, this method is necessarily approximate, and high accuracy requires a small, computationally expensive time-step. Event-driven algorithms avoid these difficulties by detecting the time of the next interaction a priori. The system is then analytically integrated to the time of the next interaction (event) in a single step. In principle, event-driven algorithms provide an exact method for performing MD simulations for discrete potential systems, where the dynamics can be decomposed into a sequence of events. Event-driven MD is extremely efficient for simulating systems of particles interacting through steep potentials with a relatively small number of steps.

There are numerous reviews on algorithms for event-driven molecular dynamics[37–43]; however, it is difficult to find documented implementations of algorithms, which include the source code. Modern algorithms are complex and contain many subtle difficulties which, if poorly implemented, can severely restrict the generality and speed of the code. In this article, we present

Algorithm Details

A MD simulation calculates the trajectory of a collection of a large number of interacting particles. When the particles interact with each other through a discrete potential, the dynamics of the system are governed by a series of distinct events (e.g., collisions between particles). These events may alter the properties of the particles, such as their velocities. Between these events, the particles move on a ballistic trajectory, and the dynamics of the system is known analytically. This is a significant advantage of event-driven algorithms, as the ballistic motion requires no numerical integration and does not suffer from truncation error.

In an event-driven simulation, there are three major tasks, which occupy most of the computational time: (i) searching for events (event detection), (ii) maintenance of the event list, and (iii) execution of events. An outline of a basic event-driven simulation algorithm is given below, including the scaling of the computational cost of each step with the number of particles N in the system:

1. Event testing $O(N^2)$: All particles and pairs of particles are tested to determine if/when the next interaction occurs. The times of these events are inserted into the future event list (FEL).

2. Event sorting $O(N)$: The events in the FEL are sorted to determine the next event to occur.

3. Motion of the system $O(N)$: The system is evolved, or free streamed, to the time of the next event.
4. Execution of the event $O(1)$: Particles involved in the event are updated with new velocities.

5. Update events in FEL $O(N)$: Events in the FEL that involve particles that have just undergone the executed event are now invalid. New events for these particles are possible and must be tested for. The future event list may be cleared and rebuilt ($O(N^2)$), or only the affected events can be updated ($O(N)$).

6. End condition: Continue to step 2 unless sufficient collisions have been executed or the maximum simulation time has elapsed.

Alder and Wainwright\cite{20} proposed the first algorithm for event-driven MD simulations. Since their pioneering work, there have been significant advances in the development of this initial algorithm. We will briefly cover the advances in event detection/execution before detailing improvements in the maintenance of the list of all possible future events.

Alder and Wainwright\cite{38} were the first to suggest the use of a “neighbor list” technique to improve the efficiency of the search for future events. In this method, the simulation box is divided into small cells. An additional event type is also introduced to track the motion of the particles between these cells. These cells are used to determine which particles are close to a particle undergoing an event. This significantly reduces the number of particles that need to be tested for new interactions in step 1 to $O(N)$ and in step 5 to $O(1)$. This “neighbor list” technique has since been extended to infinite systems\cite{51} using a hashing technique, overlapping cells\cite{32} to reduce the frequency of cell transitions, and hybrid methods\cite{53} combining multiple neighbor lists. All of these methods are available in DynamO.

One of the most significant advances in event-driven simulation came with the development of asynchronous\cite{40,54} or “delayed states”\cite{41} algorithms. In these algorithms, only particles involved in an event or within the neighborhood of an event are updated when an event occurs (step 1). Each particle stores the time at which it was last updated and is only evolved to the current time when it is tested for, or undergoes an event. As particles that are not involved in an event and in step 5 to $O(1)$.

In most modern implementations of event-driven algorithms, the system size scaling of the event computational cost arises from the maintenance\cite{39} of a list of all possible future events (step 2). This list needs to be sorted to determine the next event to occur, and after an event is executed the list must be updated. Improvements in sorting began with the use of many variants of binary trees\cite{39} before complete binary trees were found to be optimal.\cite{55} Complete binary trees exhibit an $O(\log_2 N_{\text{event}})$ scaling in the number of events $N_{\text{event}}$ contained in the tree. It has been previously suggested\cite{39,40} that an $O(\log_2 N_{\text{event}})$ scaling of sorting the event list is the asymptotic minimum; however, a recent advance in event sorting using calendar event queues\cite{50} now enables $O(1)$ scaling. This is achieved by first presorting events into fixed intervals of time or “dates” within a “calendar.” The date to which an event corresponds can be determined by simply dividing the event time by the duration of a date and truncating to an integer ($O(1)$). As the simulation progresses to a new date in the calendar, the events within a date are sorted and processed using a complete binary tree.

Improvements to the Simulation Method

In this section, we present some additional improvements to the event-driven simulation algorithm that we have developed and implemented within DynamO. These methods are primarily concerned with the storage of data and increasing simulation accuracy.

Particle data

The main bottleneck in most scientific programs is the speed of memory accesses, and event driven simulation is no exception. It is typically cheaper to calculate values than to store them in memory. In DynamO, this approach is applied to all static values or “properties.” Associated to each particle is a class, which contains only a particle’s position, velocity, ID number, and the time, the particle was last updated. All other properties, dependent on the system studied (e.g., mass/inertia, orientation, species), are accessed using the particle’s ID number when required.

A design feature of DynamO is the use of functions, as opposed to look-up tables, to perform this look-up both when mapping a property (such as mass) to a range of particles and when determining the values of a property. For example, in a single component system, all particles have identical masses. To avoid storing redundant information, a distribution representing a single value of the mass is stored behind a function that maps it to all particles. These functions behave like a standard STL-container and are used to define molecular topology, species, mass, and how particles interact (e.g., to create mixtures of particles). This approach conserves memory, as an absolute minimal number of entries are required.
The algorithms discussed in Algorithm Details section result in a theoretical system size scaling of $O(1)$ in the cost of processing a single event. In practice, the computational cost is affected by the memory architecture of the computer that runs the simulation. If the events are relatively inexpensive to test for, the bulk of the simulation time will be spent on memory accesses to retrieve particle, event, and neighbor list data.

A fundamental aspect of modern processors is the use of a CPU cache, into which data are “fetched” before becoming available to the running process. A cache “miss” occurs when data to be accessed are not already available in the cache. The cost of a cache miss is typically quite severe, requiring several computational cycles to fetch the data from main memory and load it into the CPU cache. Data are typically fetched in blocks of 64 bytes; therefore, data localized in memory are typically fetched at the same time. Thus, if the location of data in memory is strongly correlated to the data access pattern, then the number of cache misses can be reduced.

The particle and event data accesses are effectively random, which renders any attempt to optimize the access patterns futile; however, accesses to the neighbor list data are strongly correlated. Whenever a particle’s local space is to be inspected for possible crossings, the cells of the neighbor list, which surround the particle are checked for event partners. In the standard implementation of a neighbor list only the first element of each cell is correlated this way as a singly linked list is used look-up all other contained particles. Nevertheless, accesses to the first particle in the neighbor list cell are strongly correlated in the spatial coordinates of the cell. Thus, if the cell’s first particle data are arranged such that spatially localized data are also localized in memory, the number of cache misses will be reduced.

Arrays are typically stored linearly (row major in C++) in computer memory, where each successive row of data in the lowest spatial dimension is appended to the previous row (see Fig. 1a). An alternative space filling curve which retains a high level of spatial locality is the Morton-order or “Z-order” curve (see Fig. 1b). Recently, fast methods for dilating integers used in Morton ordering and methods for directly carrying out mathematical operations on the dilated integers have become available. The overhead of calculating a three dimensional Morton number is now less than the cost of a cache miss in many applications. In DynamO, we have implemented Morton ordering in the neighbor list, and a comparison between linear and Morton order is presented in the timing results section (see Benchmarking section).

### Morton ordered neighbor lists

The algorithms discussed in Algorithm Details section result in a theoretical system size scaling of $O(1)$ in the cost of processing a single event. In practice, the computational cost is affected by the memory architecture of the computer that runs the simulation. If the events are relatively inexpensive to test for, the bulk of the simulation time will be spent on memory accesses to retrieve particle, event, and neighbor list data.

A fundamental aspect of modern processors is the use of a CPU cache, into which data are “fetched” before becoming available to the running process. A cache “miss” occurs when data to be accessed are not already available in the cache. The cost of a cache miss is typically quite severe, requiring several computational cycles to fetch the data from main memory and load it into the CPU cache. Data are typically fetched in blocks of 64 bytes; therefore, data localized in memory are typically fetched at the same time. Thus, if the location of data in memory is strongly correlated to the data access pattern, then the number of cache misses can be reduced.

The particle and event data accesses are effectively random, which renders any attempt to optimize the access patterns futile; however, accesses to the neighbor list data are strongly correlated. Whenever a particle’s local space is to be inspected for possible crossings, the cells of the neighbor list, which surround the particle are checked for event partners. In the standard implementation of a neighbor list only the first element of each cell is correlated this way as a singly linked list is used look-up all other contained particles. Nevertheless, accesses to the first particle in the neighbor list cell are strongly correlated in the spatial coordinates of the cell. Thus, if the cell’s first particle data are arranged such that spatially localized data are also localized in memory, the number of cache misses will be reduced.

Arrays are typically stored linearly (row major in C++) in computer memory, where each successive row of data in the lowest spatial dimension is appended to the previous row (see Fig. 1a). An alternative space filling curve which retains a high level of spatial locality is the Morton-order or “Z-order” curve (see Fig. 1b). Recently, fast methods for dilating integers used in Morton ordering and methods for directly carrying out mathematical operations on the dilated integers have become available. The overhead of calculating a three dimensional Morton number is now less than the cost of a cache miss in many applications. In DynamO, we have implemented Morton ordering in the neighbor list, and a comparison between linear and Morton order is presented in the timing results section (see Benchmarking section).

### Min-max particle event lists

Priority queues are often used for the PEL as they allow insertion, access to the shortest time event, and clearing; and are optimal for the access patterns of the PEL. However, there are several drawbacks to using these containers, which result from their ability to have a dynamic size: Often only the first few events in the PEL are relevant to the dynamics and yet all tested events are stored in the priority queue. In addition, the methods for manipulating dynamic memory (new and delete in C++) are slow and result in an extra layer of indirection. One method proposed to solve these drawbacks is to only store the earliest event in a particle’s event list. If this single stored event is invalidated, all possible events of the particle must be recalculated and the new minimum stored. Unfortunately, general event driven simulations utilize many types of virtual events (e.g., neighbor list boundary crossings), resulting in many recalculations. Modern event driven potentials, such as those for asymmetric particles, can also be expensive to recompute.

It would be preferable to allow the PEL to only store some small, but greater than one, number of events. This would limit the number of events in the PEL (to save memory) and yet still store a sufficient number to minimize recalculations which occur when the PEL is empty. This fixed-size PEL must provide constant-time access to the earliest event (for the dynamics) and also provide constant-time access to the last event in the list to mark it as a full-recalculation event if an event is added to a filled PEL. This last element may also be used as a early test mechanism to determine if an event needs to be inserted into a filled PEL.

MinMax heaps are a data structure which satisfies all of these requirements. A comparison of MinMax heaps, single event storage, and a standard template library (STL) priority_queue is presented in Figure 2. Even for hard sphere systems, the MinMax PEL offers the speed advantage of a priority_queue with a great saving in memory cost. A slight speed improvement from the priority_queue is expected, as the MinMax PEL does not require dynamic memory. The optimal size of a MinMax queue appears to be three stored events. This optimum is dependent on how many invalid or virtual events are expected to appear at the top of the list.

### Figure 1.

A two dimensional $4 \times 4$ array stored in row major order and Morton order in memory.
Figure 2. The speedup and memory cost of using a MinMax PEL of various sizes relative to storing only a single event per particle. The dashed lines are the values for using a STL priority_queue. The results are for a monodisperse system of $N = 10^5$ elastic hard spheres simulated on an Intel® Core™i5 750 with 8 MB L3 cache and 8 GB of RAM.

PEL; however, a more conservative size of 4 or 5 may be selected without too great an increase in the memory cost. All further simulation results presented in this paper are performed with a MinMax PEL size of 4.

Accuracy and time invariance

MD simulations require a high level of accuracy. This is especially true for “hard core systems,” where configurations with overlapping hard cores resulting from numerical inaccuracies are unphysical and impossible to resolve. Accuracy is particularly important in inelastic, granular systems due to clustering of the particles; small errors in the movement of particles, resulting in overlaps, are increasingly probable.

Several improvements have been made to the algorithm used in DynamO to maintain the numerical precision of the simulation. The use of the “delayed states” algorithm already reduces the number of times a particle is free-streamed between events. Also, when an event is scheduled to occur, events are retested to determine the exact time at which it occurs. This reduces the likelihood of overlaps occurring due to inaccuracies in the free streaming. Furthermore, the dynamics of the system is tracked to ensure invalid events cannot occur (e.g., particles must be approaching to be tested for a collision, square-well molecules must have been captured to test for a release event). This implies that the dynamics of the system must always be deterministic; however, random events, such as those that occur in the Andersen thermostat are possible by randomly assigning a time after each random event and scheduling this fixed time in the event list.

Another inaccuracy arises from the storage of absolute times in the simulation. Events occur at an absolute time $t_e$ and, within the asynchronous algorithms, the particle data are stored at a certain absolute simulation time $t_p$. As the absolute simulation time $t_{sim}$ increases in magnitude, round-off error will accumulate in these stored absolute times. To avoid this, only time differences $\Delta t_{e/p}$, recording the time relative to the current absolute simulation time $t_{e/p} = t_{sim} + \Delta t_{e/p}$, must be stored. This does, however, introduce an $O(N)$ computational cost per event in maintaining these time differences. This is alleviated by storing time differences relative to a reference time difference $\Delta t_{ref} = \Delta t_{ref} + \Delta t_{stored}$. This reference time difference $\Delta t_{ref}$ is updated at every event without incurring significant cost. Periodically all time differences and reference time differences must be synchronized to prevent round-off error, and the interval at which this synchronization occurs is proportional to the system size. This leads to a time invariant simulation algorithm with a fixed upper bound on round-off error without affecting the scaling of the computational cost.

Visualization

DynamO is capable of simulating millions of particles at close to real time. With macroscopic simulations of granular systems, the simulation speed approaches the timescale of the interesting dynamics. To enable live visualization of these massive systems and to allow interactive or “steered” simulations, a new visualizer was written in OpenCL/GL. This library, known as Coil, is capable of rendering up to a million spheres in real time with full diffuse, specular and shadow lighting calculations, and HDR effects. The result is publication-quality images (see Fig. 3) at interactive frame-rates while only using a single core of the host CPU. This visualization library is already finding application in a wide range of simulators outside of DynamO.

Figure 3. A snapshot of $5 \times 10^5$ sheared inelastic hard spheres, generated live from a simulation, displaying a characteristic clustering behavior of granular systems. On a NVIDIA® Geforce GTX 260™, the image is updated at 15 frames per second.
The event processing rate is relatively insensitive to density. A maximum of roughly 2.3 million events per second is processed outside of the cache. Inside the cache, the simulation reaches a constant value when the program fits inside the CPU cache (see Fig. 4). Even inside the 8-MB cache the rate of collision maintains a relatively constant value. The rate of collision is insensitive to density ρσ^3. The simulations were performed on a desktop computer with an Intel® Core™ i5 750 processor with 8 GB of RAM. The simulations utilized only a single core of the processor and are averaged over 4 runs of 5 × 10^6 collisions. The optimal parameters for the bounded priority queue are determined at the start of the simulation by instrumenting the initial event distribution. N calendar dates are used with a width equal to the mean time between events.

The average number of collisions per second is plotted in Figure 4a as a function of system size and density. It is apparent that the memory architecture plays a large role in the speed of the simulation.[56] The rate of collision maintains a relatively constant value when the program fits inside the CPU cache (<8 MB boundary, N ≤ 1.6 × 10^6), and for very large systems (N ≥ 10^7) where the cache effects are proportionally small. Accounting for these memory size effects, the algorithm appears to exhibit O(1) scaling of the collision cost. Inside the cache, the simulation reaches a maximum of roughly 2.3 × 10^6 events per second, compared to a minimum of ~7 × 10^4 events per second outside of the cache. Beyond the 8-GB memory limit (N ≈ 1.6 × 10^7), disk swapping begins to occur and the performance is substantially degraded. The event processing rate is relatively insensitive to density. A slight decrease in the event processing rate is expected at higher densities as local neighbor lists contain more entries (neighbors).

A comparison between Morton ordering and the typical linear ordering is presented in Figure 5. Even inside the 8-MB cache the Morton ordering offers a 10–28% increase in event processing speed. This is remarkable as only a single unsigned integer per cell is actually optimized using this technique, proving its utility even in event-driven simulations. At higher densities, the Morton ordering has a slightly reduced effect as the ratio of particle to neighbor list memory accesses is increased. Overall, Morton ordering appears to be an effective method of increasing the computational speed by reducing the number of cache misses within a simulation.

The large effect of caching on the performance of the simulation indicates at least half the time of simulations outside the cache boundary are spent waiting on memory accesses. Cache simulations have been performed using Callgrind,[63] and for a density of ρσ^3 = 0.5, approximately half of the cache misses result from accesses to the contents of the neighbor lists. The remaining cache misses are associated with accesses to particle and event data.

The code is also benchmarked for some more complex systems. The collision model is extended to inelastic hard spheres with elasticity e. In cooling simulations, the system is bounded by standard periodic boundary conditions, and the temperature is rescaled to unity every 2 × 10^6 collisions. For sheared systems, Lees-Edwards boundary conditions are used and rescaling is not required. Inelastic particles (e < 1) tend to cluster (see Fig. 3) which increases the cost of updating the event list after a collision (see Fig. 6a). However, at very low inelasticities, the event processing rate increases as events become correlated to “rattling” particles, improving the cache’s effectiveness and reducing the effect of Morton-ordered neighbor-lists. This behavior is also apparent in the sheared inelastic simulations (see Fig. 6b). Morton ordering is quite effective in inelastic simulations, with a slight enhancement over elastic
The radial distribution functions are in close agreement, with a slight underestimation in the DynamO results at a distance of $r/\sigma \approx 1.1$. At low densities, DynamO significantly outperforms GROMACS as expected as event-driven dynamics is optimal in collisional regimes. Surprisingly, DynamO also performs well into the liquid phase, with GROMACS only displaying a 4× speedup. This is a small cost when it is considered that the event-driven algorithm solves its dynamics without truncation error.

Conclusions

We have detailed the fundamental components of DynamO, a modern event-driven MD simulation package. The program is distributed under the GNU General Public License. The full source code and documentation are freely available online at http://www.marcusbannerman.co.uk/dynamo. The program provides reference implements for many modern algorithms for event-driven simulations and also includes several new techniques for mitigating round-off error, improving speed, and optimizing memory access patterns. The latter is achieved by preserve cache locality through using Morton ordering to store neighbor entries in spatially localized clusters. The speed of accessing memory appears to be a significant bottleneck in simulating systems with simple potentials. Through benchmark simulations on single component elastic-hard-sphere systems, we have demonstrated that DynamO exhibits an $O(1)$ scaling with system size of the computational cost of executing events. This leads to an overall scaling of $O(N)$ for a set duration of simulation time. This allows the rapid simulation of both complex and large ($10^7$ particle/atom) systems while extracting the long-time behavior.

Many systems can be explored with the package in its current state; however, there are a few planned extensions which will bring the package to the level of generality of modern soft potential packages.

Stepped potentials are already available in DynamO, allowing the straightforward approximation of rotationally symmetric soft potentials. Asymmetric potential dynamics are significantly more complex, especially in the case of hard particles. The determination of the time to collision requires considerable care, and these algorithms are often specialized to the underlying potential. On the other hand, soft potential dynamics are widely used for modeling due to the relative ease with which new potentials can be implemented. A natural step forward for event-driven dynamics is in the implementation of the framework developed by van Zon and Schofield which generalizes the implementation of asymmetric discrete models by using a soft potential to generate and solve the dynamics of an equivalent "terraced" potential. A partial implementation is already available, although care must still be taken in the discretization of the soft-potential; further research is needed to develop this technique.

Long-ranged potentials, such as those due to electrostatic interactions, do not yet have an event-driven equivalent. The implementation of a stepped force field is not difficult; however, coupling the particle positions to the field is not trivial. The detection of events becomes prohibitively expensive due to the added complexity of the free flight phase and typically only exists to ensure that an underlying time stepping integration does
Figure 9. The class hierarchy of DynamO. Only the classes key to the algorithm are displayed. Arrows indicate the nesting of classes, and stacked boxes indicate multiple instances of the class may occur.

not fail by incorrectly generating overlapping hard particles.\cite{42} In the limit of a weak and long-ranged field within a large system, this coupling might be implemented as a boundary condition of a stepped potential grid. These techniques must be developed before event-driven dynamics can be effectively utilized in modeling charged systems.

Event-driven simulations are serial by nature; however, attempts have been made to develop parallel algorithms.\cite{67, 68} The simulations are split into computational cells and divided among a collection of processors. Each cell is then run independently of all others until an event occurs at the boundaries of the cells, forcing a synchronization. As the number of processors increases, the synchronization events become more frequent and will limit the scalability; however, excellent performance has been demonstrated for up to 128 processors.\cite{68} At the core of these parallel algorithms is a serial implementation, and DynamO has already been used to simulate systems of 32 million particles on a single processor. Yet, parallel computation will be required as the complexity of the underlying potentials increases. Further developments are needed to optimize memory usage and to explore the possibility of parallelizing the algorithm within a computational cell.

**Appendix**

**Program Design and Features**

The development of DynamO has focused on generating a flexible, modular simulator where systems can be constructed from an array of available interactions, conditions, and dynamics. DynamO is written in C++ using an object orientated design. This helps ensure that the code is both extensible and maintainable, provided the classes have well defined interfaces and tasks. All input and output files are in XML to allow easy generation and alteration of system conditions. The implementation of DynamO utilizes only free, open source libraries, including the BOOST (www.boost.org) libraries.

DynamO was originally written to perform NVE MD simulations of particles interacting through spherically symmetric, discrete potentials. However, because of its flexible design, DynamO has been extended to perform a wide variety of calculations for several different types of systems. The dynamics of infinitely thin lines\cite{65} has already been incorporated within DynamO, and other shapes can also be included. Constant temperature simulations are performed through the use of the Andersen thermostat.\cite{62} Multiple simulations can be executed concurrently and combined with the replica exchange method\cite{69} to expedite the equilibration of systems with rough energy landscapes. Umbrella potentials can also be applied to sample specific regions of the phase space of a system. Finally, stepped potentials can be used to approximate rotationally symmetric soft potentials.

Alternate dynamics can also be easily implemented within DynamO. For example, compression dynamics, where the particles in the system grow with time, is already implemented. DynamO is also used\cite{45, 48} as a framework to perform direct simulation Monte Carlo calculations for the Enskog equation.

Simple code hierarchies have been suggested previously;\cite{70} however, the level of complexity of modern simulations requires a finer grained class structure than previously outlined.

The class hierarchy of DynamO is presented in Figure 9. Typically each class has several implementations which are selected at run time through the input files. Below, we detail the scope of each class, along with the currently implemented features:

**Coordinator:** Abstracts the user interface and system calls. This class encapsulates the entire program and provides the user interface. The initialization of operating system features, such as threading, is also performed here.

**Engine:** Organizes a collection of simulations to achieve a task. In its simplest form, a single simulation is run to obtain output; however, replica exchange techniques\cite{69} and a method to perform isotropic compression of configurations\cite{71} are also available. The replica exchange technique runs several simulations in parallel with a Monte Carlo move to increase the ergodicity of low temperature trajectories.

**Simulation:** Encapsulates a single simulation. This class represents a single simulation, containing an array of particles, classes describing the dynamics, and data collection classes. The primary function of the simulation class is to initialize and maintain these classes in evolving the system through time.

**Scheduler:** Maintains the list of future events.
This class is responsible for executing events and maintaining the FEL. Several variants exist, a “dumb” scheduler, a scheduler capable of interfacing with a specialized Global that implements a neighbor list, and a multithreaded neighbor-list scheduler.

**Event Sorter:** Sorts events in the FEL.

Provides a method of sorting the FEL, which contains an array of PELs. A complete binary tree and a bounded priority queue are implemented.

**Particle:** Container for single particle data.

This class encapsulates the minimal single particle data. This includes the particle ID number, position, velocity, and local time.

**Output Plugins:** Data collection routines.

A wide range of plugins are available, including radial distribution functions, the complete set of Green-Kubo expressions for mixtures, and visualization plugins for VMD (www.ks.uiuc.edu/Research/vmd), Povray (www.povray.org), and Geomview (www.geomview.org).

**Ensemble:** Describes the ensemble of the simulation.

This is used to ensure the simulation ensemble is valid for certain output plugins and for replica exchange.

**Dynamics:** Encapsulates the dynamics methods of the system.

The class initializes and maintains classes relating to the dynamics of the system. The actual dynamics are implemented in classes contained within this class.

**Units:** Provides functions to scale between simulation and input units.

Simulations are typically optimal in a unit set other than the input settings. For example, if the dimensions of the simulation box are scaled to one then the enforcement of the periodic boundary conditions reduces to a rounding operation.

**Liouvillean:** Contains simple functions to describe the evolution of the system.

This class implements event testing for basic shapes (e.g., spheres, lines, planes), particle evolution and event dynamics. These are then used by interactions, locals, and globals to implement an event. Several implementations exist, including Newtonian, isotropic compression, Enskog direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) in Slod coordinates, and axisymmetric rotational dynamics.

**Boundary Conditions:** Specifies the limits of the simulation box.

Square, rectangular, periodic, sliding brick shearing, and infinite boundary conditions are currently implemented.

**Interaction:** Two particle events.

Interactions between two particles are derived from this class. Many interactions have already been implemented (e.g., stepped potentials, hard spheres, parallel cubes, square wells, square-well bonds, thin needles, and an optimized square-well sequenced-polymer interaction).

**Global:** Single particle events.

Events, which affect only one particle, regardless of its position in the simulation, are derived from this class. This is primarily used for neighbor lists, specializations include overlapping cells, mixed methods, cells in shearing, Morton-ordered neighbor lists, and a sentinel event to ensure the nearest image condition does not result in invalid dynamics at low density/small system size.

**Local:** Single particle event, localized in space.

These events only affect a region of space and are inserted into the neighbor lists when available. This is to reduce the number of event tests required. Solid, thermostatted, and oscillating planar/cylindrical/spherical walls are implemented here.

**System:** Simulation and multiple-particle events.

Any type of event, which is not compatible with the definition of a local, global, or interaction, is implemented here. Includes DSMC interactions, Andersen thermostats, and simulation termination conditions. Umbrella potentials are also implemented here as they are many-body interactions.
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